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Abstract 
The Chogoshvili Claim states that for each Ic-dimensional compacturn X in Iw”, there exists 
an (n - Ic)-plane P in Iw” such that X is not removable from P. This means that for some 
E > 0, every map f : X + R” with 112 - f(z)11 < E for all z E X, has the property that 
f(X) n P # 0. A counterexample to this claim has recently been constmcted by A. Dranishnikov. 
Our results show, among other things, that each 2-dimensional LC’ compactum, and hence each 
2-dimensional disk, obeys the claim. To help indicate the sharpness of the preceding, we also 
provide a local path-connectification of Dranishnikov’s example. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Let us recall that a set X C IF?” is removable from F C_ W” if for every E > 
0 there exists a map f : X + I+? \ F such that /Iz - f(x)11 < E for all z E X. 
Recently, Dranishnikov [4] has constructed a 2-dimensional compacturn 2 G Iw4 which is 
removable from every 2-dimensional plane P 2 IR4. This has provided a counterexample 
to the following generalization of P.S. Alexandroff’s result [l] claimed by Chogoshvili 
[3] in 1937: 
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Chogoshvili Claim. For every k-dimensional compact set X c IF?, there exists an 
(n - k)-dimensional plane P of IK” such that X is not removable from P. 
It is known that the Chogoshvili Claim is equivalent to the statement: For every k- 
dimensional compact set X c IR” there exists a k-dimensional plane L C R” such that 
TIX has a stable value, where T : Iw” -+ L stands for the orthogonal projection. Let us 
recall that, for a map f : X + Y, where Y is a metric space, a point y E f(X) is a stable 
value for f, if there exists E > 0 such that for every map g : X + Y with d(f, g) < E 
we have y E g(X). 
Clearly, the Chogoshvili Claim is valid if Ic = 0, 1, n; by a result of Levin and Stemfeld 
[6], it is also valid for k = n - 1. The ‘simplicity’ and ‘naturality’ of the Chogoshvili 
Claim suggests that the claim may determine a new interesting class of compacta in the 
topology of Euclidean spaces. Due to Dranishnikov’s result we know that the claim is 
not true for all compacta, so it is reasonable to ask for which ones the claim is valid. 
Obviously, every finite-dimensional compacturn X can be embedded into some IR” so 
that the Chogoshvili Claim holds for the image of this embedding. To make our question 
precise, we say that a finite-dimensional compacturn X obeys the Chogoshvili Claim if 
for all n, the claim holds for every set e(X) c IF, where e is an embedding of X 
into IF. 
We will detect that a 2-dimensional compacturn (metric in this paper) X obeys the 
claim by showing that for every embedding e = (fi , f2, . . , fn) : X + IV there exist 
l<i<j<nsothat(fi,f,):X -+ Iw* has a stable value. This, at least formally, says 
that more than the Chogoshvili Claim holds for e(X). In [7], Stemfeld has provided an 
ingenious proof that the above ‘coordinate’ version of the Chogoshvili Claim (which is 
attributed to Pontryagin) fails for an arbitrary hereditarily indecomposable continuum X 
of dim 2 2 (for some further discussion of Stemfeld’s result, see [2]). Our main result in 
this area says that 2-dimensional ANR compacta (more generally, LC’-compacta) obey 
the Chogoshvili Claim in such a ‘coordinate’ way. 
In the last section we provide a local path-connectification of Dranishnikov’s example, 
that is, we show that there exists a locally connected 2-dimensional continuum X c Et4 
for which the Chogoshvili Claim does not hold. This fact brings to light the essentiality 
of the restrictions which we put in our hypotheses. 
In this paper all spaces will be metric. 
2. Main theorem 
Before we formulate our main theorem let us make the following comment. Let W 
be acompactumand f = (fi,f2,...,fn):W + IR” be a map. To determine whether 
(.fi,,fi2,.. . , fi,) : W + R” has a stable value for some 1 6 it < i2 < . . < ik < n 
it is enough to find a subcompacturn X c W so that (fi, , fi,, . . . , fi,)lX has a stable 
value. In particular, if dimX = dim W = Ic, X obeys the Chogoshvili Claim, and 
X C W c IF, then W also does. (Dually, if W fails to satisfy the claim, so X does.) 
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We do not want to make our hypotheses too complicated and we will formulate our 
results in terms of X. 
Here is our main theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a unicoherent locally connected continuum and suppose 
dimX 3 2. Assume X contains a nontrivial continuum S with only countably many 
cut points. Let cp: X --f Y be a map between compacta such that cplS is injective. Let 
I+!I : Y + IP be a light map. Then, for the map f = $ o cp = (fl , f2, . . . , fn), there exist 
1 < i < j < n such that the map ( fi, fj) : X --) IR2 has a stable value. 
Our proof will employ some lemmas. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a locally connected continuum and let Y c X be closed such 
that Y # 0 and Y # X. Let G be a component of X \ Y. Then for every E > 0 there is 
a neighborhood V of Y such that for every closed Y’ satisfying 
YcintY’CY’cV 
there is a component G’ of X \ Y’ such that H(aG’, ZIG) < E where H is the Hausdofl 
metric on the hyperspace 2x. 
Proof. Aiming at a contradiction assume that for every R E N there is a closed set Y, 
such that 
(i) Y, does not contain G; 
(ii) YCK+I CY,; 
(iii) H(Y,,Y) < l/n; and 
(iv) H(aG,, C3G) 3 f E or every component G, of H, = X \ Y,. 
Note that since X # H, # 8 and X is connected, the boundaries of G, and G are 
nonempty and hence H(aG,, ZIG) is well-defined. Moreover, each G and G, is an open 
set. By (i), for every n, choose a component G, of H, such that 
(v) G, c Gn+, c G. 
Then, by (iv), we have that 
(vi) H(aG,,, aG) 3 E. 
Let us show that 
(vii) G = U,“=, G,. 
Suppose that G \ UF”=, G, # 0. Since G is connected we can assume that for some 
z E G we have that x E d(U;=t G,). Talc e an open connected neighborhood U of x 
such that cl(U) c G. Then, by (iii), we have that G c lJr=, H,; consequently, for some 
sufficiently large n, U n Y, = 0. Since z E a(U,“,r G,), by (v), we may also assume 
that U n G, # 0. Then x E U c G, because G, is a component of H,, and therefore 
2 does not belong to a(lJr!, G,). Th’ IS contradiction shows that G = Ur=‘=, G,. 
From (vii) it follows that aG = cl(G) \ G = nr=,(cl(G) \ Gn) and, since dG, = 
cl(G,) \ G, c cl(G) \ G,, we have 
(viii) limsup dG, C aG, 
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where lim sup A, = n,“=, cl(Uzxi A,). By (viii) and (vi), we get that for every suffi- 
ciently large n there is some z, E i3G such that 
(ix) dist(z,, 8G,) > ~/2. 
Without loss of generality one may assume that the sequence (2,) converges to z E aG. 
Take a connected open neighborhood U of x with diam < &/2. Then, for some sufficiently 
large n, we have that xn E U and, by (vii), U n G, # 0. By (ix), U n aG, = 0 and 
hence U c G, since U is connected. Thus x E G, and, by (v), x does not belong to 
i3G. This contradiction proves the lemma. 0 
We will also need the following two well-known facts (see, e.g., [5, Chapter 5, 546, 
III, Theorem 51 and [5, Chapter 6, 549, III, Theorem 31. 
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a connected space. If Y & X is connected and G is a component 
of X \ Y, then X \ G is connected. 
Lemma 2.4. Let Y be a subset of a locally connected space X, and let Z be a component 
of Y. Then, we have that aZ c aY. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first will prove the following: 
Claim, There exist 1 < i < n, y’ E int f:‘(X), a component Y ofT = fc’([y’, CO)), 
and a component G of X\Y so that aG c f,:’ (y’), and f (aG) is a nontrivial continuum. 
Proof. Since 11, is light, there exists 1 < i < n such that fi (S) C R is nondegenerate. 
Let P be the set of all cut points for S. Choose y’ E int fi(S) \ fi (P). Let p be any point 
of S contained in f,-’ ((y' , co)), and let q be any point of S contained in f%: ’ (( -00, y’ )). 
Let Y be the component of T = f%:’ ([y' ,co)) which contains p. 
Take G to be the component of X \ Y which contains q. Applying Lemmas 2.3 and 
2.4, aG c aY c aT c f;‘(y,) and X \ G is connected. Since X is unicoherent, we 
have that i3G is a continuum. The set D = aGf? S is a cut set between p and q. Since for 
no z E P we have fi(x) = y’, and since for all 2 E aG, fi(z) = y’, we conclude that 
P n i3G = 0. It follows that D contains at least two points. Hence, cp(dG) is a nontrivial 
continuum. Thus, since Q is light, f(dG) is a nondegenerate continuum. 0 
To finish the proof of the theorem, using the fact that aG c f,-’ (y’ ) and the fact that 
f(aG) is a continuum, we infer that there exist 1 6 j < R, j # i, and y2 E int fj (aG). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that i < j. Let E > 0 be so small that for every 
continuum A c X with H(A, aG) < E and every f’ : X + Iw close enough to fj we 
have yy~ E f,!(A). Let a neighborhood V of Y be that from Lemma 2.2 for the E defined 
above. Since Y is a component of T we can find disjoint open sets V’ and V2 such that 
Y c Vj C V and T c lJ U Vz. Let 6 > 0 be so small that fJ:‘([y’ - 6, co)) C Vi U VT. 
Then for every f,! : X + IR close enough to fj we have 
Tcintfi-‘([y’-6,~)) c fj-‘([y’ -6,co)) c I4 uV2 
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and hence Y c int Y’ c Y’ c VI c V where Y’ is the component of fi-’ ([yl - 6, co)) 
which contains Y. By Lemma 2.2, there is a component G’ of H’ = X \ Y’ such 
that H(aG’,aG) < E and, by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3, f,‘(aG’) = yt - 6 and dG’ is a 
continuum since X is unicoherent. Then, by the above, we have that y2 E f,‘(dG’). So 
(Y/1 - 4 Y2) E JR 2 is a stable value of (fi, f, ) and we are done. 0 
Remark 2.5. Let B be a hereditarily indecomposable continuum of dimension 2. In [7], 
Sternfeld has proved that there exists an embedding f = (fi : fi, . . , f2.1) : B -+ R21 such 
that for every pair 1 < i < j 6 21 the map (fi, f, ) : B + R2 is not stable. Since B is 
unicoherent, the local connectedness cannot be omitted in Theorem 2.1. 
3. Corollaries and questions 
We first draw the following general conclusion from our Theorem 2.1: 
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a unicoherent locally connected$nite-dimensional continuum 
and suppose dimX 3 2. Let f = (fl, f2,. . . , fn) be a map of X into IR”. If either 
(1) f is light, or 
(2) there exists a simple closed curve 5’ c X such that f 15 is injective, then there 
exist 1 < i < j < n such that the map (fi, fj) : X + R2 has a stable value. 
We need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a locally connected jinite-dimensional compactum. Then every 
neighborhood of a point x at which dimX 3 2 contains a simple closed curve. 
Proof. Select 2 E X so that dimX 3 2 at 5. Let V be a neighborhood of 2. Choose a 
neighborhood U c V of 2 so that U is path-connected. 
Inside U find a Cantor 2-manifold K and choose a, b E K, a # b. Let o be an arc in 
U from a to b and choose d E a\{a, b}. Noting that K\(d) is connected, find an arc 0 
in U\(d) from a to b. 
Consider the arc y from a to d in cy. Let e be the last point of ,O which lies in y; one 
sees that e # d since d 6 /?. Now the arc X from e to b in ,B has a first element c after e 
which lies in CF. Let At be the arc from e to c in p and X2 be the arc from e to c in o. 
Then At n X2 = {e, c}, so 5’ = At U X2 is a simple closed curve in U as required. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. To get item (l), apply Theorem 2.1 to the following data: 
Y = X, ‘p = idx, the simple closed curve 5’ obtained from Lemma 3.2 (as a continuum 
with no cut points). 
To get item (2), apply Theorem 2.1 with f : X + f(X) as cp, and the inclusion of 
f(X) in IF? as 7J. 0 
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As a consequence of Proposition 3.1 we get 
Corollary 3.3. Let X c IF%” be a compactum containing a simple closed curve 5’ with 
the property that the inclusion S -+ X is null homotopic. Then there exist 1 < i < j < n 
such that the restricted projection pi,j : X + Iw2 has a stable value; hence, every such 
space X with dimX = 2 obeys the Chogoshvili Claim. In particular; the 2-dimensional 
disk obeys the claim. 
Hence, employing Lemma 3.2, we obtain 
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a locally connected jinite-dimensional compactum and assume 
that dimX 2 2 at a point x E X. Suppose that either X is l-connected or X is 
locally l-connected at x. Then for every light map (fl , f2, . . , fn) : X + IF!.“, there exist 
1 6 i < j < n such that (fi, f,) :X -+ IK2 has a stable value. In particular every 
2-dimensional LC’-space or Cl-space X (more generally, every light decomposition 
Z = X/D with dim2 = 2) obeys the Chogoshvili Claim. 
In particular, we have 
Corollary 3.5. Let X c IP be a compact ANR and suppose that dimX 2 2. For every 
light map (fl, f2,. . . ,f,):X+IPthereexistl<i<j<nsuchthat(fi,fj):X+ 
IK2 has a stable value. Hence, every 2-dimensional ANR compactum (more generally, 
every light decomposition Z = X/V with dim2 = 2) obeys the Chogoshvili Claim. 
The argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.2 suggests the following question: 
Question 3.6. Let X be a unicoherent locally connected finite-dimensional continuum 
with dimX 3 2. Is there a null homotopic simple closed curve S c X? 
Remark 3.7. Throughout the paper the range space R” can be replaced by IF!?, the 
countable product of lines. As we are dealing with compacta, RF can be replaced by 
the Hilbert cube [0, llm. 
The result of Corollary 3.3 was mentioned without a proof in [6]. Our corollaries 
provide the only known examples of compacta of dim > 2 which obey the Chogoshvili 
Claim. We remark that recently and independently, Y. Sternfeld and the second author 
have shown that for each compacturn X with dim X > 3, there exists n and an embedding 
e of X into IF’ such that the projection of e(X) into any three coordinate directions 
is not stable. Putting it another way, such a compacturn fails to satisfy the Chogoshvili 
Claim relative to coordinate planes, i.e., the “Chogoshvili-Pontryagin Claim.” 
Question 3.8. Which compacta obey the Chogoshvili Claim? Does there exist for ev- 
ery Ic > 2 a k-dimensional compacturn satisfying the Chogoshvili Claim? Does the 
Chogoshvili Claim hold for the k-dimensional disk, Ic > 2? 
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4. Local connectifications 
Now we are going to give some examples to help illustrate how sharp our results in 
Sections 2 and 3 are. 
Theorem 4.1. There exists a locally connected continuum X c lR4 having the following 
properties: 
(1) the Chogoshvili Claim does not hold for X; 
(2) X is of the form D U G, where D is a continuum which is 2-dimensional at every 
point of D, and G is a compacturn which is the union of a null sequence of simple 
closed curves each of which intersects D in at most one point and each (distinct) 
pair of which has at most one point in common; and 
(3) every neighborhood in X of an arbitrary point of X contains a simple closed 
curve from this null sequence. 
Before proving this we need some lemmas. 
Let us recall that a closed subset A of an absolute neighborhood retract M is a Zk-set 
if every map of [0, ilk in M can be arbitrarily closely approximated by maps into M \ A. 
If A is a 2-dimensional closed subset of IR4 then, given IC E Iw4 and an open ball B(z, E) 
(with respect to the Euclidean norm), the set B(z, E) \ A is connected; hence, B(z, E) \ A 
is also path-connected. This shows that Iw4 \ A is LC” rel. lR4. Consequently, by a result 
of [8, Corollary 3.31, we have 
Lemma 4.2. Every 2-dimensional closed subset of R4 is a Zl-set. 
Lemma 4.3. Let D be a compact subset of IR4 with dim D 6 2. Then there exists a 
compacturn E c JR4 which is the union of a null sequence of simple closed curves each 
intersecting D in at most one point, each (distinct) pair of which has at most one point 
in common, and such that every neighborhood of a point of D U E contains an element 
of that sequence. If D is connected (respectively locally connected), then so is D U E. 
Proof. Let F be a countable dense subset of D enumerated as (5,) in such a way that 
each element of F is repeated infinitely often in this sequence. Using Lemma 4.2 and a 
result of [8, Remark 2.51 we can find a closed curve S which has 21 as the only point 
in common with D and is contained in the ball B(zi, 1). Now, we can approximate S 
by a simple closed curve Ci which has precisely the same properties as S does. Let 
D1 = D U C1. Choose 22 and, using the fact that DI is 2-dimensional, perform the 
above procedure to find a simple closed curve C2 which intersects DI exactly at (~2) 
and is contained in B(Q, l/2). Use induction to find simple closed curves C,, n E N, 
with similar properties, to obtain a compacturn D U Ur=?=, C, which has the property that 
every neighborhood of a point of D contains a simple closed curve. 
Now, by an application of a standard procedure, one keeps adding simple closed curves 
to the above constructed object so that after adding countably many simple closed curves 
one obtains a compacturn which will enjoy the required conditions. 0 
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Lemma 4.4. Let D be a compact subset of IR4 with dim D < 2. Then there exists a 
compactum F c IR4 which is the union of a null sequence of simple closed curves each 
of which intersects D in at most one point, each (distinct) pair of which has at most 
one point in common, and such that D U F is locally connected. If D is connected, so 
is D U F. 
Proof. Let C c [0, l] be the Cantor set and cp : C + D be a continuous surjection. Write 
the set of pairs of adjacent endpoints of C as { (ai, bi) ) i E N} where for each i, ai < bi. 
Now if cp(ai) = cp(bi), let Ci = [ai, bi]. Otherwise let ci be the midpoint of [a,, b,] and 
Ci = [ai, bi] U .Ei Un, where Ci is the semicircle whose center is the midpoint of [ai, ci], 
whose radius has value ci - ui, and which lies in the closed upper half-plane and Ai is 
the semicircle whose center is the midpoint of [cz, bi], whose radius has value c, - ui, 
and which lies in the closed upper half-plane. Let J = C U U{Ci ] i E IV}, and note that 
[0, l] c J and J is a locally connected continuum. 
Put Y = JU, D. Then Y is locally connected and for any compatible metric on it, Y 
is the union of D and a compacturn F which is the union of a null sequence of simple 
closed curves each of which intersects D in at most one point and each (distinct) pair of 
which has at most one point in common. Let f : Y + R4 be a map which is the identity 
on D. We shall find an embedding e : Y + Iw4 such that eD = fD, which of course will 
complete our proof. 
By Lemma 4.2, D = f(D) is a Zt-set in IR4. Using [8, Remark 2.51, find a map 
g: Y + IR4 so that gD = fD (the inclusion) and g(y) $! D for all y $ D. Now 
consider the 1 -dimensional space P = Y\D along with the map gP : P t IR4. Define 
E: P + R by E(Z) = 1/2dist(z, D). There exists an embedding ee : P + IR4 such 
that ]]g(y) - co(y)]] < E(g(y)), y E P. Clearly when y E P, co(y) $! D. Hence 
e = ea U (SD) : Y + IR4 is an embedding as needed. 0 
Lemma 4.5. Let X and Y be subsets of IR4 such that X is closed in X U Y, and let P 
be a 2-dimensional plane in IK4. If X is removable from P and Y is 1 -dimensional, then 
X u Y is removable from P. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be given. Choose a map cp : X + R4 \ P so that ]]q(z) - z]] < e/2, 
for 3: E X. Extend cp to a map @:N ---f Iw4 where N is a closed neighborhood of X 
in X U Y and so that ]]$(z) - z]] < E for 2 E N. Choose a map a: N + [0, l] so 
that Q(Z) = 1 if z E X and a(z) = 0 if 5 lies on the boundary of N in X U Y. 
Define II, : X U Y t IR4 so that + is the inclusion on the complement of N and so 
that g(z) = o(z)?(z) + (1 - ( )) f a 2 z or 2 E N. Note that l]+(z) - z]] < E for all 
z E X U Y and @IX = @IX. Finally, 1c, can be approximated as closely as we wish 
by a map 6 : X U Y -+ Iw4 so that $]X = $ IX and q carries the complement of X 
onto a locally finitely triangulated l-dimensional subcomplex of IR4 whose vertex set is 
in general position with respect to P. Hence /1$(z) - z/l < E for all z E X U Y and 
$(X u Y) c @\P. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let 2 c R4 be the 2-dimensional compacturn which does not 
satisfy the Chogoshvili Claim constructed by Dranishnikov [4]. Find a 2-dimensional 
Cantor manifold D inside 2. Then D is a continuum which is 2-dimensional at each of 
its points and does not satisfy the Chogoshvili Claim. 
Apply Lemma 4.4 to D and then Lemma 4.3 to the resulting locally connected con- 
tinuum D U F to get the locally connected continuum X = D U F U E. Certainly, (2) 
and (3) of Theorem 4.1 hold; Lemma 4.5 shows that (1) is true as well. 0 
Remark 4.6. By Corollary 3.3, none of the simple closed curves of the null sequence 
of the space X of Theorem 4.1 is embedded null homotopically in X. 
Remark 4.7. The preceding remark shows that the space X of Theorem 4.1 is LC’ in 
no point of X. 
In the same manner as in Theorem 4.1, we can find a local path-connectification 
X = B U G for the hereditarily indecomposable space B discussed in Remark 2.5. 
We claim that for no 1 < i < j < 21, does the map (5, f,) : X ---f IK* have a stable 
value. Simply, fix an arbitrary E > 0, y E IR*, and find a map (f’, 9’) : B + R2’ with 
Il.&) - f’(x)11 < E and Il.!&) - db)ll < E, z E B, and y $! (f’,g’)(B). Now, 
use the fact that one-point sets are Zt-sets in IR*, and extend the map (f’: g’) over the 
l-dimensional set G into Iw2 \ {y} so that the extended map will stay within E of (fi, f,). 
As a consequence, we have that Theorem 2.1 is false for such X. 
Remark 4.8. The above locally connected continuum X contains the unicoherent con- 
tinuum B. So Theorem 2.1 cannot be strengthened by requiring only that X contains a 
2-dimensional unicoherent continuum. 
To continue this discussion, let X be an arbitrary locally connected continuum. Assume 
that X contains a 2-dimensional unicoherent continuum Xa, and let S c X and map f 
be as in Theorem 2.1. It is interesting that we can perform all the steps of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 except for showing that in Lemma 2.2, H( aG’ II Xa, aG n Xc) < E; this is 
crucial for the proof that (fi, fj) : X + IR* has a stable value. 
Remark 4.9. Observations made in this section can be generalized as follows: 
(a) If a compacturn X c R”, dimX = k, fails to satisfy the Chogoshvili Claim then, 
for every compacturn Y c IP, dim Y < Ic - 1, the union X U Y also fails to satisfy 
the claim. Moreover, one can find a locally connected k-dimensional continuum 
which fails to satisfy the claim. 
(b) Let X be a compacturn with dimX = lc, and let f = (fl i f2,. . , fn) : X + 
Iw” be a map such that, for some 1 6 it < i2 < ... < ik 6 n, the map 
(.fi,,fi2,...>filc):X + IWk has no stable values. Then, for every compacturn Y 
containing X with dim (Y \ X) < Ic - 1, the map f can be extended to a map 
f = (fi,f2 ,..., fn):Y + IK” where (fi,,f% ?,.. . , fi,) has no stable values as 
well. Moreover, if f is an embedding and n 3 3, we can find a locally connected 
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compacturn X U G, and extend f to an embedding p of X U G into IR” so that f 
will have the above instability property. 
Part (a) follows from the fact that every (n - k)-dimensional plane, 1 < k < n - 2, is 
a Zk_1 -set in IF. Part (b) is a consequence of the fact that one-point sets are ZJ_I-sets 
in IL%“. 
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